### NEW: Extremely Thin Buoyant Fiber

| Linden’s 250µm buoyant fiber optics | Linden’s expands their diverse product line to include a new, lightweight, extremely thin fiber optic tether. We can customize your size, buoyancy and strength; from neutrally buoyant designs to cable that will float on water to cables with slow sink rates. Using Linden’s patented cable jacket construction designed to protect the fiber in the harsh subsea environment, our cables are compact and rugged; flexible and strong. View more at [www.lindenphotonics.com](http://www.lindenphotonics.com) |

Visit Linden @ Subsea Tieback, booth 1040 March 3 to 5 in New Orleans;
- STFOC™ cables
- BSTFOCTM buoyant cables
- Hybrid tether cables
- Precision wound spools
- ROV tethers
- Rugged & Flexible patchcords
- Patented fish bite proof Non-Kink™ cables

Visit us Online at [www.lindenphotonics.com](http://www.lindenphotonics.com)
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